Products for Marine
Tyco Electronics has a focus on the Marine and Offshore Industry with a dedicated sales and marketing team available across Europe ready to help and advise you on new and existing products relevant to the Marine industry. Tyco Electronics offer a broad portfolio of products from connectors, switches, cables, Relays, contactors, identification, sensors, terminals, heat shrink, fibre optics and cable assemblies whether inside the ship or on the sea bed.

**Civil Shipping**
Our early involvement in programmes provides a system approach that ensures compatibility and speeds up your development cycle, helping to reduce costs. Tyco Electronics provides an impressive list of products and capabilities to solve your needs for today and tomorrow.

**Off Shore**
Tyco Electronics provides a wide range of value added services. The company is combining top quality products (including connectors, switches, circuit breakers, wire and harness) and capabilities from all of its business units to support its customers with the design and manufacture of various complex devices.